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New York Times Bestseller! Pretty Karla Brown was a former high school cheerleader, savagely murdered in broad daylight in St. Louis. The case seemed impossibly complicated, but years of work by police and investigators, led by Prosecutor Don W. Weber, resulted in a plan to lure the murderer into revealing himself.

**Synopsis**

Right now I am nearing chapter 8 and 7 may be my last. Don Weber, the writer/prosecutor is so full of himself its ALMOST (not even close) funny! He must have the upper body strength of a giant in order to carry that big head of his around. He is so clearly arrogant I’m shocked that he doesn’t have both arms in slings from patting himself on the back as much as he does! Also, I don’t think I have ever read a book where the writer talks about the size of the victims breasts so many times that it becomes vulgar. I’m not gonna go back and count, but I can recall at least four times thus far in my reading that ive seen something about her breasts! Then to even things out (sarcasm) Mr. Bighead tells us many times how people assume this beautiful young lady dated MANY men and was thought to be “easy” (authors words!)! OH and let me not forget to mention the down right racist crap written about black cheerleaders, for no other purpose except for to be racist! (I’ll go back and
quote him once I've finished typing). AND yes of course, all of us that read true crime and watched the Jodi Arias trial, know the definition of a narcissist, and you sir with your third person recollections sure do come off a tad on the nutzo/narcissist side of the fence (I hope the other guy wrote the parts of the book that speaks of you in the third person, and lists quite often how great you think you are....but I somehow doubt it). But what has brought me to this ranting review of the first 7 chapters, the thing that has realllllly got my goose - is the gaul you had to stand in front of a dead girls momma and say to her FACE that you don't "need" her OK to dig her dead kid up! Nope you can just get a court order! How dare you!
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